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Hong Kong offers dollops of fun activities, livewire entertainment and a tapestry of inundating
charms! In fact, every corner of Hong Kong oozes its own brand of unique charm to take over the
senses! Unsurprisingly, visitors are often to be seen in a mad scramble to bag cheap air tickets to
the destination.

Sightseers often look for lucrative deals on air tickets to Hong Kong to get treated to a whale of a
time with sizzling sightseeing delights. Here is a little smattering on some of the most prominent
attractions that add to the popularity of tickets to Hong Kong. 

Victoria Harbour

Famous for its thrilling vistas and dramatic skyline, Victoria Harbour is one of the most prominent
attractions of Hong Kong! This exotic harbour embraces ageless elegance and charm that never
fails to leave a lasting impression! One of the busiest harbours, Victoria Harbour remains lively day
and night. Those buying tickets to Hong Kong to experience the liveliness would do well to take a
ride on a cruise like Star Ferry, or a ride in a traditional Chinese junk.

Victoria Peak

Victoria Peak is one of the most ecstatic crowd pullers and for many good reasons! The enchanting
views of the surrounding city skyline are enough to bewitch the visitors! Getting there with the
historical Peak Tram can be an unforgettable trip in itself! Once there, adventurous souls may scale
the soaring height from the Peak Tower Sky Terrace, gourmands can head on to one of the
restaurants and shoppers can head on the Peak Galleria for an electrifying shopping frenzy.

Statue Square

Statue Square is one of the most fascinating sights in Hong Kong that captured the worldâ€™s
imagination with the Hollywood blockbusters like â€˜The Dark Knightâ€™ and â€˜Tomb Raider IIâ€™. The
exhilarating cocktail of modern architectural wonders and quaint old edifices make it a must-visit
place for those buying airline tickets to Hong Kong. Statue Square houses some of the prominent
landmarks like the St. Johnâ€™s Cathedral, Bank of China, Legislative Council Building and HSBC.

Hong Kong Museum of History

Hong Kong Museum of History is amazing treasure trove of thought-provoking exhibits that date
back to the prehistoric era of Hong Kong! History buffs buying airline tickets to Hong Kong to
uncover the antique knots can feast their eyes on a wide assortment of exotic traditional costumes,
period photograph collection, village house replicas and a host of other exhibits!

Wong Tai Sin Temple

Hong Kongâ€™s Wong Tai Sin temple offers a heady blend of Taoist, Buddhist and Confucian traditions.
The temple adorned with golden ceilings and red pillars makes for a colourful and soothing
ambience. Wong Tai Sin Temple is famous for its soothsayers and tourists buying air tickets to the
city often flock to the temple to know their future.
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